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Western Australia Presentations
Krucible Metals Ltd (Krucible) Managing Director and CEO, Allan Branch, will be
presenting the Company’s exploration projects, as well as corporate development plans and strategies at the Australian Uranium and Rare Earths Conference in Perth at the Hyatt Regency at 12:05 pm Thursday 17 July 2014.
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Krucible has spent several years and significant funds to explore, discover and
develop its rare earth projects, and it is prudent for the Company to now turn
this past investment into shareholder wealth.
“Rare earths are easy if you understand certain fundamentals”, says Branch.
Krucible has implemented several innovations to ensure that we do not repeat
the mistakes of others over the years.
Krucible research and analysis of the global rare earths sector presented at two
major international conferences and was lauded by the Director of the USA
Critical Materials Institute, a division of the Ames National Laboratory responsible for determining strategies for the USA to avoid risk and dependence on
China for its rare earths imports.
Krucible has been participating in bench testing a new low cost rare earths
treatment technology so that the Company will be ready to beneficiate its rare
earths cheaply and allow a profitable business model at today’s rare earth
prices.
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Krucible is actively searching for interested partners to join the Company in
applying these initiatives to an inaugural project.
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Listed on Australia’s main stock exchange since
2007, Krucible is an Australian-based resources
company with an enviable history of discovery in
phosphorus and heavy rare earths as well as other
elements. Krucible continues to explore for precious
metals, base metals and others, and is transitioning
to a combined exploration and mining company.
Krucible has plans and expectations to ultimately
enter joint ventures to develop mines on tenements

A separate Q&A session will be held in Perth at the Perth Ambassador Hotel’s
Wattle Room on Thursday 17 July 2014, at 6:30 pm. Interested parties, shareholders, brokers, and journalists are invited to attend.
Krucible released preliminary Olympus portable XRF (XRF) results of field work
at its Coorbabulka (EPM19286) and Valroy (EPM25126) tenements to the ASX
on 5 June 2014, showing anomalous levels of yttrium and strontium up to
6.4%.
ALS laboratory results of these samples have been returned and confirm a correlation with the earlier XRF results. These results and independent modelling
expected this week will be reported as soon as available.
Laboratory results of the innovative phytogeochemical exploration (ASX announcement 9 April 2014) are also in and will be reported when this proprietary data is released by the Geological survey of Queensland (GSQ). Results
show correspondence with past drilling. The 2nd round of sampling is due to
begin on the 17th July.

in the mineral rich Mount Isa area of north western
Queensland. Krucible has a strong industry-based
board and management, who promote aggressive
value-added mining projects.

An aerial geophysical survey of Tobermorey (EL28170) announced to the ASX
on 9 April 2014 is now set for the end of July due to strong winds at the previous scheduled time.

